
Dance Year 7 KS3 Assessment without levels

Performance Choreography Appreciation
Fluent I can show solid technical ability performing with

Accuracy, Control, Extension and Clear alignment.
I can perform action, dynamic and spatial content
with mostly accurate content in at least two of the
areas.
I give a sense of confidence in most of the
performances and show features of the style
clearly.
My expressive skills are used effectively to enhance
my performance.
I always have correct kit and use safe practice at all
times.
I can show good movement memory and can pick
up movement material quickly and competently.

I can respond to a stimulus creating a dance that
communicates the dance idea in a slightly more
abstract way.
I can create and develop motifs using a variety
of action, space and dynamics. One of these
areas may be weaker.
Motifs are sometimes linked with creative
transitions providing continuity to your work.
I can create dance pieces with a clear structure
and use choreographic devices consistently.
I can work well with most people, listen and
help to make rehearsal effective most of the
time and can offer lots of my own ideas.
I can sometimes create work which can evoke
mood and meaning.

I can describe some of the key
features of a range of different
styles.
I can give articulate and
thoughtful responses for written
feedback on what went well and
areas for improvement for myself
and others.
I can watch the work of others
and offer a simple opinion most
of the time justifying my
decisions confidently.
I can use subject specific
vocabulary when analysing
performances.

Secure I can show sound technical ability performing with
consistent accuracy and control whilst extending
my body.
I can perform consistently with energy and
dynamic contrast.
I can perform action, dynamic and spatial content
with some accuracy in at least two of the areas.
I give some sense of performance and show some
features of the style through my performance.
I mostly have correct kit and use safe practice
consistently.
Either my technical or my expressive skills may be
stronger than the other.

I can respond to a stimulus creating a simple
dance with some communication of the
choreographic intent although this may be quite
literal.
I can create and develop motifs with some use
of action, space and dynamics. One of the three
may be missing.
I can create dance pieces which show structure
and use simple choreographic devices. (Canon,
unison, mirroring, directions, levels).
Motifs are sometimes linked with transitions
providing continuity to my work. I can listen to
others in my group and offer simple
suggestions.
I can work well with most people. I can lose
focus on occasions but generally I can stay on
task.

I can describe some key features
of different styles.
I can give general verbal / written
feedback on what went well and
areas for improvement for my
own work and the work of others.
I can use basic specialist dance
terminology with confidence.
I can watch the work of others
and offer a simple opinion most
of the time justifying my
decisions.

I can perform some basic movements with some I can choose basic actions by repeating ones I I can describe simple of the



Developing accuracy and control.
I can copy simple dance phrases and at times
remember the movement myself.
I can perform at times with appropriate energy and
dynamic contrast.
I can get up and perform with a group with
encouragement.
I mostly have correct kit and understand some safe
practice.

have seen before and using some of my own
ideas.
I can create a basic/simple response to a
stimulus which may at times be appropriate to
the choreographic intention.
I can work with a group effectively most of the
time, however I can struggle if they are not
friends. I can lose focus at times in rehearsal.

features of different styles.
I can give general verbal / written
feedback on what went well and
areas for improvement for my
own work and the work of others.
I can use some, basic dance
terminology.
I can watch the work of others
and offer a simple opinion most
of the time.

Emerging I can perform some basic movements with
moments of accuracy and control.
I can copy simple dance phrases and perform
whilst watching/following others.
I can get up and perform with a group, but may
find this very difficult.
I mostly have correct kit and use some safe
practice.

I can create a basic/simple response to a
stimulus although my choice of actions may not
necessarily support the choreographic intention.
I can select basic actions by repeating ones I’ve
seen before.
I can work with a group sometimes, however I
can struggle if they are not my friends. I can lose
focus in rehearsal.

I can give basic verbal / written
feedback when prompted.
I can offer an opinion of what I’ve
seen although may not be able to
justify why I like/dislike
something.
I can use some limited specialist
terminology with
encouragement.


